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About This Game

MadRobot X is an old school shoot 'em up game. You control a robot trying to escape from the laboratory of a mad scientist,
and to accomplish this, you'll need the help of GoboGobo, another robot who also wants to escape. The task is not easy; the mad

scientist will do anything to prevent anyone from escaping.

Features

 Pixel art style

 Progressive challenge

 Power ups
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 Special skills

 12 Bosses

 Bullets, bullets, bullets!

 Nightmare Mode

 Gameservices Scoreboard

 Gamepad support with 2 modes:
 * Normal: LStick moves the robot, RStick shoots and maneuvers the beam
 * Classic: LStick moves the robot and maneuvers the beam, buttons shoot

 Gameplay adjustments (hitbox, touchscreen, hp recovery, etc...)

 The ability to mute, not only the music, but sound effects as well

 And much more (like bullets!)
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For the price, you cant beat a good shmup' like Madrobot X, Im honestly suprised more people haven't bought this game. I like
the balanced level progression when it becomes more challenging every level and I love the boss fights, they were well thought
out. Extremely well worth the price. With long gameplay, high replay value for a low price, steam cards and full controller
support (I used a xbox 360 controller - perfect and precise movement), it is hard not to recommend this game. If you love
indies, what are you waiting for? This would make a great present for a friend too 10\/10.. Very bland game! There are better
flash games for free like Bullet Heaven.

Low contrast of background with the action plane (enemies,bullets and you)

Scients dialogue ocupies part of the screen... mosty the part where you will be when doding his first atacks

Didn't find the configuration to play with keyboard or adjust the mouse\/controller controls and sensivity, didn't find fullscreen
button too.

Very bland normal enemies patterns... you will get bored already in level 3 (of 12). 75 cents to return to my Galaga glory days?
Had I found this game where it rightfully belongs - in the arcade of my childhood - I would have plopped in far more than 3
quarters. Great game!. This is a great game with a great price. If you enjoy vertical shooter you're going to enjoy Madrobot X.

There are 12 stages in total, 2 difficulties (Normal and Nightmare), and a "Challenge mode.

There is plenty of content to justify the pricetag and keep you drawn in for a few hours. Two strong feature the developers
executed perfectly are the controls and the hitboxes. Many shooters I see released on Steam have some serious control or hitbox
problems making gameplay a mess. Madrobot X feels solid and makes dodging bullets a natural reaction rather than a chore.
The pixel graphics are clean and bullets are easy to see.

The only flaw I see is the variety of enemies the game has. As the stages progress you will see many reused enemies making
several stages feel like the previous. This is a small complaint and has no impact on the overall game.

I hope to see achievements and leaderboards added in the future.. This is quite possibly the worst game I've ever played on
Steam. I could make this in Clickteam Fusion in about an hour. That's not a humblebrag- it's a testament to how rudimentary
this game is. I can't tell if the controls or mechanics are at fault, but this game's only diffulty is in how hard it is to move as
intended. I didn't expect much from that price tag, but I expected more from a greenlit item.
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